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Introduction 

 Huge evolution of the e-Commerce  

 Huge amount of data generated every second 

 User needs are getting more complex and specific 

 Several systems try to satisfy these needs  

 Search engines, comparative  shopping systems, question 

answering systems 

 

 Research question : how can a system understand and 

interpret complex natural language (NL) questions (also 

known as n-relation questions) in a commercial context? 



SynchroBot 

 

 

 Natural Language Question Answering system for 

commercial domain 

 From QAKiS (open domain)  

=> domain specific (e-Commerce) 



SynchroBot 



 

 

 

Expected Answer Type (EAT) Recognition 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) 

Property identification 

 

Question Analysis and modeling 

Example : Give me the price of Nexus 5 phone ! 



EAT Recognition 

 

 Detecting types in NL questions 

 Specifying the type of Named Entities 

Ex : Give me the price of Nexus 5 phone # Give me the price of Nexus 5 

 Specifying the type of resources 

Ex : Give me the price of available phones 

 Why ? 

 To improve precision 

 To limit the number of retrieved Named Entities 



EAT Recognition 

 

Give me the price of phones cheaper than 200$ 

 

 

 

 

Give me the address of Nexus 5 seller  

 



Named Entity Recognition 

 

 Classic definition 

 (persons, organizations, locations, times, dates) 

 

 Commercial domain ? 

 More types (Phones, Cases, …) 



Named Entity Recognition 
mso:legalName Samsung Galaxy S5 

mso:name AT&T GoPhone - Samsung Galaxy S5 4G 

LTE No-Contract Cell Phone - Dark Gray 

mso:description The 4.5" WVGA Super AMOLED Plus 

touch screen on this AT&amp;T GoPhone 

Samsung Galaxy S5 SGH-i437 cell phone 

makes it easy to navigate features. The 

5.0MP rear-facing camera features a 4x 

digital zoom and an LED flash for clear 

image capture. 

Give me the price of Samsung Galaxy S5 ? 

Give me the price of Samsung S5 ? 

Give me the price of Samsung 5 ? 
 



Named Entity Recognition : Algorithm 



Named Entity Recognition : Algorithm 

 Example : ”What is the battery life time of Nokia - Lumia Icon 4G LTE 
Cell Phone - White (Verizon Wireless)” 

 

 Cleaned sentence : What Nokia Lumia Icon 4G LTE Cell Phone 
White Verizon Wireless 

[What, 0] -> [Nokia, n] -> [Nokia Lumia, n] -> … [Nokia Lumia 
Icon 4G LTE Cell Phone White Verizon Wireless, n] 

 

 Cleaned sentence* : What Nexus 5 Nokia Lumia  

[What, 0] -> [Nexus, n] -> [Nexus 5, n] -> [Nexus 5 Nokia, 0] -> 
[Nokia, n] -> [Nokia Lumia, n]  

 



 

 

Label based method 

Value based method 

Property Identification 



Label based property identification 

Give me the price of 

Nexus 5 ! 

 



Value based property identification 

Give me details of the 

products cheaper than 

200$ 



Value based property identification 

 

 Constraints :  

 A value can correspond to multiple properties 

 200$ -> [price, cost] 

 A property can have multiple values  

 Storage [4GB, 8GB] 

 

Must be handled during the graph construction 



 

 

Relational graph creation 

Graph instantiation  

Graph construction 



Graph construction 

give me the dimensions and 

the seller address of available 

black Nexus 5 that costs 

449.99$ 

Goal : creating one connected graph to generate SPARQL query  



Relational graph creation 
Give me details about the products cheaper than 200$ 



Relational graph creation 
Give me the address of the products cheaper than 200$ 



Graph instantiation 
Give me details about the products cheaper than 200$ 



SPARQL query  

Select distinct *  
where {  
?ne a <http://i3s.unice.fr/MerchantSiteOntology#Product>  
?ne <http://i3s.unice.fr/MerchantSiteOntology#name> ?n  
optional {  
       ?ne <http://i3s.unice.fr/MerchantSiteOntology#description> ?var1  
    }  
optional {  
       ?ne <http://i3s.unice.fr/MerchantSiteOntology#price> ?v  
       ?v rdf:value ?var2  
       filter (contains (?var2, lcase(str("200"))))  
    }  
bind( IF(bound(?var1),1,0)+ IF(bound(?var2),1,0) as ?c)  

}  
order by desc (?c) limit 20 

Give me details about the products cheaper than 200$ 



Why ? 

Anticipating most forms of property values  

In case new properties are introduced 

In case the domain is changed 

Learning regex Automatically 



Learning regex Automatically 

 

 

 Genetic Programming (GP) approach : 

 “In artificial intelligence, genetic programming (GP) is 

an evolutionary algorithm-based methodology inspired by 

biological evolution to find computer programs that perform 

a user-defined task” - Wikipedia 



Genetic Programming : Goal 

Text Value to 

extract  

regex 

Patriot Memory - FUEL+ 5200 mAh Rechargeable Lithium-Ion 

Battery and Signature Series 8GB microSDHC Memory Card & 8GB 

8GB ? 

Apple - iPhone 4s 8GB 499.99$ Cell Phone - Black (Verizon Wireless) 499.99$ ? 

Nokia - Lumia 1520 4G Cell Phone - Black (AT&T) Lumia 1520 ? 

HTC - One (M7) 4G LTE with 32GB Memory Cell Phone - Black 

(Sprint) & 32GB 

Black ? 

[Petrovski et al. 2014][Bartoli et al. 2012] 





Genetic programing : algorithm 

 Create population (500 individuals) 

 Repeat 150 or precision = 1 

 For each individual  

 For each example  

 Compute individual fitness 

 While new population < 500 

 Select 2 individuals  

 crossover 

 

 

 

 



Genetic programming 

 Individuals : valid regex represented by a tree 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(foo)|(ba++r) 



Genetic programming 

 Population :  

 Half of the population derived from the examples by replacing : 

(characters, \w) and (numbers, \d)  

 (‘’200$’’ ->  ‘’\d\d\d\w’’)  (32GB -> \d\d\w\w) 

  The other Half is generated randomly using the ramped half-

and-half method 

 Generate random trees with different depth 



Genetic programming  

 Fitness function :  

 Precision  

 

 

 

 Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) 

 

 



Genetic Operation 

Crossover | Mutation | Reproduction 

P.S : Before performing genetic operation, node compatibility must be 

checked  



Selection 

 Fitness proportionate selection also known as the roulette 

wheel selection 

 

                      

where N is the number of individuals 

 The selection token (r) is randomly generated 

                                0 < r <   



Genetic programming result 

SynchroBot performances 

Evaluation 



GP : result 
Property Precision Automatic Regex Manually regex 

storage 100% [0-9]++G[a-zA-Z] \d++[Gg][Bb] 

price 97,33% \d++.\d++\D (?i)[0-9]+([,|.][0-

9]+)?(euro(s?)|£|\$|€|dollar(s?)) 

Release 

date 

~60% \d\d\W[0-

9]++\D\d?+ 

((19|20)\d\d)[\-/](0?[1-9]|1[012])[\-

/](0?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01]) 

… 

model ~20% (?:[^\d]+\s[a-z0-

9]+)*+ 

([A-Z]\w++)+*([A-Z]\d) 

color ~11% \w\w\w\w (?i)aliceblue|antiquewhite|aqua|aquam

arine|azure|beige|bisque|black… 



SynchroBot 
QALM [Hallili et al 2014] : Question Answering Linked Merchant data)   

Benchmark for evaluating question/answering systems that use commercial data 



SynchroBot 

Precision 

Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

Limited set 19% 25, 44% 38% 

Whole set 10,23% 21,01% 35,56% 



Conclusion & future work 

 

 Proposing generic NE classification for domain specific 

systems 

 Optimizing the learning of regular expression (LRE) 

 Applying the LRE to other topical domains 

 


